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Abstract. The paper presents the solution of the wave equation describing the attenuation of the vibration 
amplitude in the soil during pile driving. It is suggested that in the soil there is the area around the pile where 
the energy dissipates due to plastic deformations, and then the areas of the elastic state where surface waves 
propagate. In the framework of the wave model, the connections have been determined between vertical 
vibrations of the embedded solid body circular in plane and the motions in the area of the elastic soil state 
which is described by an integrity of infinitely thin layers. The interaction of the pile and soil in the plastic 
deformations area is beyond our consideration, though its size is of high importance for the problem solution. 
The formula has been derived, which permits, having the result of amplitude measurement in any point by a 
vibrometer and the position of surface wave propagation boundary, evaluating the soil vibrations at different 
distances from the pile driving point. The quantitative and qualitative agreement of the measured amplitudes 
and results of analysis obtained during test pile embedment performed during field measurements and found 
in references proves that the proposed model can be used to increase the accuracy of evaluation of the vertical 
soil vibrations. 

1. Introduction 
Equipment used in construction works is usually the source of vibrations propagating around. Regarding 

the type of the dynamic loading, the vibrations with high amplitudes and low frequencies may appear (for 
example, pile embedment in the soil), or the vibrations with relatively low amplitudes and high frequencies (for 
example, vibration embedment of pile curtains, vibrating rollers performance, etc.) Builders often do not have 
enough data on the choice of the equipment for pile or sheet pile embedment, nor on the parameters of the 
equipment performance needed to minimize the action of the propagating vibrations on buildings and people. 
Along with it, according to [1], the accuracy of vibration prediction by modern methods is insufficient. Errors in 
the choice of the equipment generating vibrations and the distance to the pile embedment site may cause not 
only worse conditions of existing buildings and constructions performance, but also the damages provoking 
the faster wear of these objects. Each worksite is unique, so one must take into account its specific conditions. 
Calculations and predictions, along with the dynamic monitoring of soils, buildings and constructions prevent 
troubles related with vibrations in building objects. 

Thus, the modern standards [2–5] specify the requirements limiting the level of vibrations for neighboring 
buildings. In the case when the pile driving is performed close to them, there are restrictions of the velocity 
and acceleration of the foundation vertical vibrations with due regard to the soil type and construction 
peculiarities of the building and structure. However, according to [6], damages of buildings are related with the 
maximal shears which area not necessarily coincides with the area of the maximal values of the shear 
velocities. Today, any information about the minimal distances safe for the neighboring buildings foundations 
during the pile driving is missing. In spite of the fact that vibrations during the pile driving or sheet pile vibrating 
embedment are being studied for quite a long time [6–38], further investigations of the wave propagation in 
the soil from the source are still needed.  

Bornitz [8] offers the Golitsin formula [7] for the evaluation of the varying vibration amplitudes of the 
surface waves A between two points within the distances 0r  and r  from the embedded pile 
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where 0A  is the amplitude, for example at 0r = 0.5 m, δ  is the vibration damping coefficient which varies 
within the range of 0.02–0.10 m-1 regarding the soil properties. Formula (1) was initially found for the evaluation 
of damping low-frequency Rayleigh waves with big lengths generated by earthquakes, for which the damping 
coefficient δ  weakly depends on the properties of the upper soil layers. However, from 1930ties, the formula 
is used for the evaluation of the soil shear amplitudes during the vibrations propagating from the pile driving 
[8], and the long-term practical verification of this formula showed the satisfactory agreement with the full-
scale research data [9].  

Today, there is no common approach in the aspect of evaluation of the soil vibration parameters during 
the impact pile embedment. There are however certain problems in the Golitsin formula application for the soil 
vibration determination during building from various industrial sources, since the generated waves have higher 
frequencies and shorter length as compared to the surface waves from earthquakes; the first ones propagate 
in the upper soil layers near the earth surface [10]. The information resulting from the researches shows that 
the coefficient δ  depends on the vibration source energy, frequency of the waves propagating in the soil, the 
distance from the vibration source, and soil formation thickness. Experimental data show that the values of δ  
may vary by more than one order and even change the sign in different points on the earth surface.  

According to [11], the parameter δ  can be evaluated by the formula 

2 ,fD Vδ π=  (2) 
where D  is the soil damping (Hz⋅s)-1 (D<<1), f is the vibration frequency (Hz), V is the velocity of wave 
propagation (m/s), which depends either on the surface wave velocity RV , or on the transversal wave velocity 

sV .  

It follows from (2) that δ  reduces along with the decrease of the vibration frequency and increase of 
the wave propagation rate, i.e. the low-frequency wave damps less than the high-frequency one [12]. The 
dependence of δ  on the material characteristics is evident. With the aid of measurements in [13] it is shown 
that soft soil decreases the vibration level faster than the hard soil. According to [14], the soil damping value 
depends on the vibration amplitude, soil type, humidity and temperature. For example, humid sand damps the 
vibrations weaker than dry sand, and frozen soil weakens the vibrations worse than thawed soil. 

The authors of [6, 15–17, 33] consider the soil vibration during the impact pile embedment and detect 
two zones – the near one (nonlinear-plastic) and the far one (elastic). It is believed that the energy dissipates 
in the near zone due to the plastic flows in the soil. In the far zone, the vibrations mainly consist of the surface 
waves, and the soil works in the elastic state [18, 19]. In [20–23] it is shown that near the source causing the 
vertical vibrations, the vertically polarized shear waves dominate, but, as the distance from the source rises, 
the Rayleigh waves are generated faster. In the near zone, the amplitude attenuation is stronger, than in the 
far zone.  

The near zone is not studied well enough. Neither wave propagation inside this zone, nor its boundaries 
are detected precisely. As a rule, the width of the near zone is evaluated to range from one to several meters 
from the pile embedded [6, 20, 24]. It was found in [17] by means of simulation that the calculation results 
agreed better with the experimental data when the distance from the far zone start was equal  to the half of 
the Rayleigh wave length 0.5f Rr L= , which coincides with the conclusions of [25]. The Rayleigh wave length 

is determined as  

,R
R

VL
f

=  

f  is the pile vibration frequency (Hz), RV  is the Rayleigh wave velocity which can be found with the aid of 
[26] 
 

0.87 1.12 ,
1R sV V ν

ν
+

≈
+

 

where sV  is the transversal wave velocity (m/s), ν  is the Poisson ratio. The value sV  is calculated in 
accordance with [27]  
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Here, µ  is the Lame coefficient equivalent  to the shear module G , (Pa), ρ  is the soil density (kg/m3), 
E  is the elasticity module (Pa).  

When detecting the distance from the far zone start, the following approach is also applicable [28]. As 
the pile is being embedded in soil, the boundary fr  position changes. Each section of the pile lying at the 

depth h , is and source of longitudinal and transversal waves which impact over the earth surface and 
transform a part of energy into the Rayleigh waves. The distance from the pile to the point on the soil hr , 

where the Rayleigh waves come from the source at the depth h  is found by the expression 

2 2
,R

h
p R

Vr h
V V

=
−

 

where pV  is the longitudinal wave velocity calculated according to 

2 , .
(1 )(1 2 )p

EV λ µ νλ
ρ ν ν
+

= =
+ −

 

In this case, the position of the elastic zone boundary can be evaluated as f Hr r< , 

2 2
,R

H
p R

Vr H
V V

=
−

 

where H  is the depth of pile embedment in the soil. 

Thus, since the evaluation of the dynamic actions is an important and urgent engineering task not only 
for the pile foundations construction but also for the design of the foundations for machines with dynamic 
loadings, the more accurate solutions of this task remains topical [29–31, 38]. In practice, it is desirable to 
have reliable results using quite simple relations in calculations. In this context, the present paper offers the 
formula to determine the law of vibrations attenuation as the distance from the source rises. The calculation 
results obtained by the formula are compared both with the experimental findings presented in [6, 24] and with 
the authors’ results. 

2. Methods 
2.1. Theoretical method 

We assume that, according to [6], the maximal soil shears are caused mainly by the waves propagating 
from the side pile surface. To determine the vibration attenuation law in the far zone, the wave model is used; 
in the framework of this model, we detect the links between the motions at the vertical vibrations of the 
embedded circular in plane absolute solid body and the motions in the surrounding soil. The contact with the 
medium is realized through the side surface of the embedded body. The medium described by the integrity of 
infinitely thin layers is considered as the soil. Hence, we solve the task of the vertical vibrations of the infinite 
plate with a circular cut. 

 
Figure 1. Schematic of the circular cut position in the vibrating thin plate: 

1 – cut, 2 – nonlinear-plastic (near) zone, 3 – elastic (far) zone.  
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Let us consider the warping axisymmetric vibrations of the infinitely thin layer with one circular cut, it 
radius pr  (Fig. 1). In this case, the equation of elastic medium motion without volume forces in the cylindrical 

system of coordinates ( , , )r tθ  is written as:  

2 2

2 2
1 1( ) .2

w w wr
r r r tr

µ ρ
θ

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
+ =

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
 (3) 

Here, ( , , )w w r tθ=  is the motion along the axis z , ρ  is density. Proceeding from the medium motion 
character, presuming that every point remains on its straight line during the vibration ( , )r constθ = , and the 
distance between them does not change, the equation (3) can be transformed as 

21 ,2
w wr

r r r t

ρ
µ

∂ ∂ ∂
=

∂ ∂ ∂
 (4) 

under the condition of the space 0 pr r≥  in a certain point 

0 0( , ) .i tw r t w e ω=  (5) 

Since we consider the vibrations of the absolute solid body, every point of which in plane (0 )pr r≤ ≤  

shear by the same value, let us pass to the coordinate pr r r= − . In this case, the equation (4) remains as it 

is written. This would be enough when considering the embedded solid body under the dynamic loadings, 
assuming the properties of the elastic medium in the near and far zones. If we presume the presence of the 
near (nonlinear-plastic) zone with the external boundary fr r= , it is advisable (4) to consider in the area 

fr r≥  at 0 fr r≥  and to pass to the new coordinate like fr r r= − . 

The solution of (4), (5) is carried out by the variable separation method and, according to [39], can be 
presented as 

(1) (2)

0
[ ( ) ( )].i t

n n n n
n

w e A H kr B H krω ∞

=
= +∑  (6) 

where / /k ω µ ρ= , (1)
nH , (2)

nH  are the first and second kind Hankel functions , and ,nA nB are the 
constant coefficients to be determined. 

Since we consider the plane with one cut, and there are no other source of vibration, then (6) describes 
only divergent waves at r →∞ . It follows from the asymptotic expansions of the Hankel functions [39] that 

this conditions at the time factor i te ω is satisfied by the function (2)
nH  and hence, 0nА = . It follows from the 

axial symmetry condition that 0n = . Then we have (2)
0 0 ( )i tw e B H krω= , where, according to (5)  

(2)
0 0 00 ( ) ,B w H kr=  

and hence, 

(2) (2)
0 00 0( ) ( ).i tw e w H kr H krω=  

Let us evaluate the relative motion of the soil 0w w  using the relation 

(2) (2)
0 00 0/ ( ) / ( )w w H kr H kr= = ( ) ( )R IS kr iS kr+ , 

where 
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In the initial system of coordinates, ( )RS kr  and ( )IS kr  look like 
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Thus, the varying vibration amplitudes can be described by the formula 

2 2 0.5
0 ( ) ,R IA A S S= +  (7) 

where 0A  is the amplitude in the point 0r . Fig. 2 shows the results obtained in accordance with (7) at different 

dimensionless frequencies 0 0ra k=  in the case ,f pr r=  0 pr r= . The calculation data illustrate the dynamics 

of amplitude variation in the medium, and particularly show that the low-frequency wave damps weaker than 
the waves with higher frequencies, which agrees with [12]. 
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Figure 2. Attenuation of vibration amplitudes at various dimensionless frequencies 0a . 

2.2. Experimental method 
Experiments were carried out to analyze the dynamic actions occurring during the pile driving. Three 

similar-procedure series of tests were carried out. In each case, one prismatic assembled reinforced-concrete 
pile СP-1, СP-2, СP-3, the length 7.0 m, the cross section 30×30 cm, was embedded by the hydraulic hammer 
ROPAT. The vibration amplitudes and frequencies were registered on the soil surface in four points 
simultaneously with the embedment. The distances from the embedded pile center to the probe 1 was 1.5 m, 
to the probes 2, 3, 4 it was 10 m, 20 m, and 30 m, respectively. Every test pile was embedded directly in the 
soil from the ditch bottom.  

The soil in the worksite from the ditch bottom surface down to the depth of 3.6 m consisted of non-
subsiding solid sand clay with the average water saturation degree and density ρ = 1.78 t/m3, the deformation 
module 0E = 8.5 МPa and Poisson ratio ν =0.33, subsoiled with fine uniform sand with the density 

ρ =  2.01 t/m3, the deformation module 0E = 17.6 MPa. The subterranean water at the test moment was at 
the depth of 3.5 m from the ditch bottom surface. 

To register the vibration amplitudes and frequencies we used the vibration-measuring apparatus  
АVМ-1, which includes 3D probes with vibrating accelerometers ADXL, AD/DA converter and PC. АVМ-1 
permits registering the vibrations and simultaneously process the gathered information. The probe presents a 
metal case shaped as a cube which can be fastened on the soil surface, with boards with integral two-channel 
accelerometers inside. The probes were connected to the AD/DA converter via cables. The external module 
Е14-140 made by L-CARD was used as the AD/DA converter. The major engineering characteristics of the 
used apparatus are presented in the Table below. The data were registered for each embedded pile.  
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Table 1. Engineering characteristics of apparatus. 
Frequency measurement range, Hz 1 – 100 
Amplitude measurement range, mm 0.0005–20 
The limit of allowed main relative error in the amplitude measurement, % ± 3 
The limit of allowed main relative error in the frequency measurement in 
the range of 1–100 Hz ± 0.2 Hz 

Amount of axis in the vibrating probe  3 
Probe amount, pcs. 4 
Process temperature range From –10°С to +80°С 

3. Results and Discussion 
Fig. 3 shows the measurement and calculation results obtained by the formula (7): the rated vibration 

amplitudes max/A A  for various distances from the source r = 1.5; 10; 20; 30 m. The point within 10 m from 

the vibration source is used as 0r , for maxA  we used the amplitude values at r = 1.5 m. The start of the 

elastic medium zone fr = 1 m was chosen in the same way as in [24], where the soil vibration was studied 

during the embedment of the similar size pile. The solid lines in Fig. 3–5 show the calculation results obtained 
with the aid of (7), the dotted lines present the results obtained with the formula (1). 

0 10 20 30
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

1

3
2A/

A m
ax

r, m  
Figure 3. Attenuation of the relative vibration amplitude of the soil at various  

k =0.1 (1), 0.5 (2), 2 (3)  ,  ,   – measurement data.  

Fig. 3 demonstrates the satisfactory agreement between the calculations and measured data. It follows 
from the results of the full-scale and numerical experiments that, as the distance from the vibration source 
increases, the vibration amplitudes decrease monotonically. The fastest decreases of the amplitude takes 
place in the area close to the vibration source. For example, in respect to the nearest measurement point 
( r = 1.5 m) within 5 m from the vibration source, the amplitude decreases approximately by three times, by 
4 times within 10 m, by 7 times within 20 m and by 10 times within 30 m. The strongest effect of the parameter 
k  on the amplitude variation is observed at r ≤ 8 м. At low k  (for example, at the constant frequency and low 
density of the medium), the vibrations damp faster. As k  rises, the damping is slower, and at k ≥ 0.5, the 
obtained solutions feasibly coincide. In the area at r > 8, the attenuation does not depend on k . The curves 
in the figure going above maxA A = 1 describe the variations of the vibration amplitudes in the area between 

r = 1.5 m and fr r= . The results obtained by the formula (1) at δ = 0.03 m-1 [6] agree satisfactory with the 

data obtained during the measurements at r ≥ 10 m. In the area of 3 m r≤ ≤ 9 m, the discrepancy between 
the results given by the formulas (1) and (7) ranges from 20 to 30 %. However, no experimental data makes 
impossible to confirm the advantages of any method. 

To evaluate the applicability of (7), the results of soil vibration amplitudes presented in [6, 24] were 
used. Fig. 4 demonstrates the measurement results [24] within different distances from the source  
r = 1.5; 5; 10; 15; 20; 25; 30 m and calculations of the rated vibration amplitudes max/A A . Similarly to the 

above version, 0r = 10 m. The amplitude values at r = 1.5 m were used as maxA . The start of the elastic 

medium zone fr = 1 m as determined in [24] in accordance with the results of research of the soil vibrations 

during the pile driving. The calculations by the formula (1) were performed at δ = 0.04 m-1 [6]. 
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Figure 5 illustrates the measurement results from [6] at the distances from the source  
r = 3, 5, 10, 20, 30 m and calculations, according to (7), of the rated vibration amplitudes max/A A . The 

amplitude values at r = 3 m were used as maxA . Again, 0r = 10 m. The start of the elastic medium zone 

fr = 2 m was chosen in [6] in accordance with the results of research of the soil vibrations during the pile 

driving. According to [6], the calculations with the formula (1) were carried out at δ = 0.07 m-1. 
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Figure 4. Attenuation of the relative vibration  
amplitude of the soil at k =  0.1 (1), 0.5 (2), 2 (3) 

,  – measurement data [24]. 

Figure 5. Attenuation of the relative vibration 
amplitude of the soil at k =  0.1 (1), 0.5 (2), 2 (3)

, ,  – measurement data [6]. 
According to the results presented in Fig. 4, 5, there is the satisfactory agreement between the data 

calculated by the formula (7) and the data from [6, 24] to describe the variations in the vertical soil vibration 
amplitude versus the distance from the vibration source. The Golitsin’s formula (1) gives a discrepancy 
between the exprerimental and calculation data; to reduce this discrepancy, one need information to correct 
the vibration attenuation coefficient δ  which varies versus the distance from the source. Extra analysis of the 
soil vibration is needed. Thus, the wave model solution has an advantage over the formula (1). 

4. Conclusions 
The following conclusons are derived from the performed investigation: 

1. The solution (7) of the wave model describes the variation in the soil vertical vibration amplitude 
versus the distance from the vibration source. To use this solution, it is enough to have the data of only one 
measurement of the vibration amplitude and the size of the non-linear-plastic area around the driven pile. The 
vibration amplitude should be measured within the distance exceeding the width of the non-linear-plastic zone, 
or on its boundary. The size of the non-linear-plastic area around the pile is evaluated approximaterly either 
by the half of the Rayleigh wave, or as a distance from 1 to 3 m. 

2. Application of the formula (7) gives the satisfactory agreement of the calculation and measurement 
data in the field measurement and solutions of elastic-plastic problems involving big soft packages. 
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